CARBON MANAGEMENT
for

Airports & Airlines

A I R P O RT S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y
& RESILIENCE
The ongoing COVID -19 Pandemic has
had a significant impact on the
aviation industry and airport
operations. As the industry prepares
for a long and progressive recovery,
opportunities to deploy strategies
that result in reduced long -term costs
and low-carbon operations will ensure
a resilient future for airports.
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Synergy Enterprises and airportQM have teamed
up to offer carbon accounting, operational
audits and sustainability planning for airports.
Collectively, we offer a full suite of aviation
sustainability services.
We assist airports in targeting and prioritizing
emission reductions that reduce costs, exceed
regulatory compliance, improve operational
efficiency and enhance passenger experience.
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Synergy Enterprises is a corporate sustainability management firm that provides Airport Carbon
Accreditation ( ACA) verification. We have worked with airports ranging from <100,000 to 15M+
passengers, offering professional services to complete or verify greenhouse gas inventories,
emission reduction planning, stakeholder engagement strategies and supporting documentation
to receive ACA levels 1 -3+.
The Synergy | airportQM team of environmental business and airport operations experts
combine formal auditing qualifications with hands -on airport operation experience – to provide
practical and deliverable recommendations that are tailor -made to each airport client.

INTERESTED? Contact us at info@synergyenterprises.ca
or info@modalis.ca for more information
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Our airport clients are cutting
emissions while reducing
operational costs and improving
the passenger experience.
Smart investments in energy and
water efficiency, better waste
management, clean energy and
ecology are “future -proofing”
airports across the world.

Synergy and airportQM offer services tailored
to your airport’s unique opportunities and
challenges to address sustainability.
We help airports access financing for large
projects and ensure that airports are
prioritizing initiatives that will produce a
strong financial payback.
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